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Lesson 2: Fellowship 

The Importance of Sharing Life Together 
 

Second Helpings: 

1. What did Mike say on Sunday that impacted the way you understand fellowship? 

2. Mike said that certain fears may accompany fellowship.  Some of those fears are the fear of 
being known, the fear of change, the fear of failure, the fear of sacrifice, the fear of 
exploitation, and the fear of disappointment. 

3. Which of these fears is the most real for you, and why?   

4. What will it take to help you face that fear and overcome it?  How can the group help? 

 

Additional Group Thoughts: 

5. It can be hard to cultivate biblical fellowship, because fellowship is a sharing of life.  And life 
is complex.  It isn’t always pretty and presentable.  But we really do need to share.   

6. In Paul’s epistles, fellowship is tied to what we share with other Christians based on the 
reality that God has united us to Christ.  We share common experiences like salvation; 
common purposes like mission, ministry, and service; and common needs like confession, 
forgiveness, and mercy.  

7. Those commonalities are really important, and they provide an immediate connection for us.  
It is because of that connection in Christ that we are able to grow and serve together. 

8. Consider what John says in 1 John 1:1-7.  We can have fellowship with God and with one 
another because Jesus shared His life with us. 

9. How important is it that we share our lives with one another through biblical fellowship? 

10. In what ways have you been able to engage in biblical fellowship with brothers and sisters 
in Christ?  In what settings or during what tasks has fellowship grown? 

11. To live as part of the same body of Christ and to minister in harmony with one another 
means that we need to be more actively involved in the lives of one another.  We need to 
strive for an intimacy that enables us to minister to one another’s needs. 

a. Do you agree or disagree?  Why or why not? 

b. How could involvement in the lives of others be good?  How could it be bad? 

 

Training Schedule: 

12. It is important that we implement what we learn each week by being willing to adjust our 
lives in positive ways.  If we don’t make a plan for improvement, we are likely to fail.  Think 
of this like athletic or physical training.  If we want to grow stronger and healthier, we have 
to form a regiment for ourselves.  We must be disciplined. 

13. Let’s encourage one another to identify specific ways we can implement what we have 
discussed tonight.  

14. What are some practical steps you and I can take this week to become more familiar (more 
like family) with one another? 

a. Go ahead and plan some things right now. 

b. We don’t achieve deep fellowship overnight.  It is always a growing process.  But we 
will talk next week about our experiences with fellowship between now and then. 

 


